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1 . Overview

In this article we report on a joint research program
of Monte Carlo simulations and field teE!s of a five
element array designed to view Cherenkov light in
extensive air showers (EAS) in coincidence with deep
underground muons observed with the MACRO detec-
tor [11 at the Gran Sasso Laboratory. The intensity of
Cherenkov light directly reflects the energy of the
incoming particle so that a measurement of this light
can determine the energy of primary cosmic rays initi-
ating these showers. Our program is an effort to mea-
sure the energy of events seen by MACRO and is also
a feasibility study for the construction of an expanded,
multi-element array covering a large surface area that
could operate in coincidence with an underground
muon detector. Such an array provides large solid
angle coverage of the underground detector and allows
a sufficiently high coincidence event rate to access the
higher energy regions of the cosmic ray spectrum .

The underlying idea of GRACE entails the deploy-
ment of narrow aperture Cherenkov telescopes on the
mountain above the sebterrancz ;, laboratory . These
telescopes, configured over a square area about 75 m
on a side, are designed to have a field of view of about
8° x 8°, which is sufficient to accommodate the projec-
tion of the MACRO underground detector but little
else . Their optical axes are oriented so that they point
back to the center of MACRO. In this manner, only
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GRACE is a five element array of air Cherenkov light collectors designed to measure the energy of primary cosmic rays and
operate on the terrain over the deep underground muon tracking detector, MACRO, at the Gran Sasso National Laboratory in
lta!;. ,he coincidence detection of air Cherenkov photons and deep underground muons p.oduced in extensive air showers will
allow an association of the primary energy with the muon events observed underground. We present detailed onte Carlo
calculations of the expected signal, a complete description of our detectors and lest results of their initial deployment at the
University of Michigan Peach Mountain Observatory .

cosmic ray shower cores directed at the underground
detector (to within plus/minus the half opening angle
of the telescope aperture) are likely to trigger any of
the light collectors in the surface array. Since our
signal will be comprised of cosmic ray air showers in
which the accompanying moons could potentially trig-
ger the underground detector, this "narrow aperture"
method effectively eliminates many background events
with sufficient intensity to trigger the Cherenkov array,
but whose muon trajectories fail to intersect the under-
ground detector.

it this surface/ underground application we are
mostly interested in primary cosmic rays with sufficient
energy to produce rrüuons capable of penetrating to the
underground detector. Muons in EAS can traverse a
distance h km of Water Equivalent (km WE) to the
underground laboratory when their energy at the sur-
face exceeds the threshold [21

The average depth of the MACR:2 detector is 3_7 km
WE, thus r,, = 1 . ,~ TeV. This implies that the primary
energy defining our lower energy range of interest is a
fAsv" 11='t
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The objectives of GRACE include a determination
of the response, trigger efficiency, coincidence rate
with the underground detector, background noise,
overall reliability and stability, and live time fraction .



We consider these issues to be of paramount impor-
tance to the design and operation of a large scale
system, Some aspects of proton-air nucleus interaction
physics can be addressed by the data taken jointly with
a surface air Cherenkov array and underground muon
tracking detectors. Furthermore, we can use the ex-
pected high trigger efficiency to calibrate the effective

CRO primary energy threshold and we can exploit
the excellent angular resolution of a Cherenkov array
to provide an independent pointing calibration of
MD.

1.1. Moth°ation and objectires

underground cosmic ray detector such as
MACRO observes high energy muon bundles (a muon
bundle is a group of one or more muons) produced in
the collisions of primary cosmic rays at the top of the
atmosphere. Measurable properties of these bundles
are their multiplicity, lateral separation and angular
distribution. These distributions are sensitive to the
composition of high energy cosmic rays and features of
hadronic interactions such as the transverse momen-
tum distribution and inclusive charged particle produc-
tion [2 of the primaries in the atmosphere. Under-
ground detectors do not measure the energy of the
primary. In order to extract information on the energy
dependence of primary composition and hadronic in-
teractions, more information is needed than can be
obtained by the underground detector alone.

e combined operation of the EAS array, EASTOP
[3j, with MACRO at Gran Sasso is an important step
in satisfying this requirement . However, the primary
energy threshold typically associated with EAS arrays
(and for EASTOP [4] in particular the trigger effi-
ciency is 10% at - 100 TeV) neglects an important
energy region under 100 TeV in which cosmic rays
produce muons in MACRO. Because of the steeply
declining power law energy spectrum for cosmic rays, a
significant fraction of MACRO events occur in this
energy band. Implementation of an air Cherenkov pho-
ton detector above MACRO is motivated by the need
to provide a measurement of primary cosmic ray ener-
gies in this interval below the threshold of the EAS
detector. In addition, our array provides a complimen-
tary measurement of the primary energy above 100
TeV where the EAS array is sensitive .
We now focus on the practical aspects and potential

performance of a small prototype Cherenkov array that
could operate in concert with MACRO, and also serve
as a model unit cell in an expanded array. The pro-
posed active area of the prototype will be large enough
to allow us to collect, in a reasonable operating time, a
sufficient number of events to study muon multiplicity
and lateral pair separation in the energy region of
10-100 TeV (see section 4 for a discussion of event
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Fig. 1 . The rates for a vertically incident primary nucleus to
yield at least 1 muon at the average MACRO depth of 3700

MWE.

rates). In this domain, virtually all events in which at
least one muon reaches the detector depth are initi-
ated by a cosmic ray proton . To illustrate this point, we
show in fig. 1 the differential rates, (D(N,, >_ 1, A, E),
for primary nuclei of mass A and energy E to produce
at least one muon at the MACRO mean depth. We
assume elemental abundances in accord with a "light"
cosmic ray composition ; [5] these abundances are ex-
trapolated from low energy measurements to the TeV
region . The curves plotted in fig. 1 are the product of
the Poisson probability to obtain at least one muon at
depth h = 3700 MWE from a progenitor nucleus at
incident zenith angle 0 and the primary mass spectra,
i .e.,

0( N >_ 1) = (1 - exp-R,~(A .t:.e-0.h=3700))
w

x K(A)E -2.71 ,

	

(2)
where the average number of muons in an event,
NI(A, E, 0, h), is a parameterization of deep under-
ground average muon yield in air showers [6] . Below
about 100 TeV we see that MACRO is mostly sensitive
to muons produced by cosmic ray proton interactions.
Heavier elements have insufficient energy per nucleon
to produce muons that can penetrate to the detector
depth and, below 100 TeV protons are the most abun-
dant species . We conclude that multiple muon studies
in this energy domain focus mainly on features of the
proton-a;r interaction in a poorly explored energy do-
main, namely, inclusive charged particle cross sections
and transverse momenta distributions in the fragmen-
tation region.

The use of Cherenkov radiation as a means to
determine the energy and lateral distribution of EAS
dates from 1957 and has been employed in numerous
experiments since . Such arrays exist for example, at
Haverah Park (University of Durham) [7], Yakutsk



(Former Soviet Union) [8], and Adelaide (Australia).
[9] . These arrays generally operate in conjunction with
electron counters (plastic or liquid scintillators) to aid
in locating the core of the EAS. A single initial attempt
to record Cherenkov light in coincidence with an un-
derground muon detector [10] has been successful,
albeit with very low statistics.

Detection of Cherenkov light in these experiments
has been accomplished with photomultiplier tubes
(PMTs). We note a recent effort to detect ultraviolet
(UV) photons employing UV sensitive TMAE gas in a
proportional chamber [11] . While there are uncertain-
ties associated with atmospheric absorption at these
wavelengths, this technique appears promising. TAME
gas is not sensitive to optical wavelengths and opera-
tion during moonlight and daytime has been demon-
strated.

2 . Cherenkov radiation in EAS

2.1 . Essential features

Cherenkov radiation in EAS is produced by rela-
tivistic electrons and positrons, and to a lesser extent
muons, with ß > 1ln(h, A), where ß is the velocity of
the particle in units of the velocity of light in vacuum,
and n(h, A) is the altitude (h) and wavelength (A)
dependent index of refraction of air. Cherenkov pho-
ton emission occurs when: EA, A) >- mc2/ 1 - n-2 ,

where E,, the critical energy, and m is the particle
mass. For electrons, Ec = 21 MeV at sea level, and
increases to 35 MeV at an altitude of 8 km. The half
opening angle, 0, of the Cherenkov wavefront is ob-
tained from cos 0 = 1/(ßn(h, A)). At sea level, 0 is
about 1.3°. The number of Cherenkov photons radiated
by a charged particle per unit path, 1, per unit wave-
length is given by [12]

d2N 21Te2

	

1
1 -

dl dA

	

A2

	

(/3n(h, A))2 .
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There are practical limits to the wavelengths which
are detectable at given altitudes . The altitude for our
application is 2000 m above sea level (a.s.l.). A short
wavelength limit (250-280 nm) for air Cherenkov radi-
ation is introduced by atmospheric ozone. Although
ozone concentration peaks at high altitudes (20 km
a.s .l .), Cherenkov photons are radiated predominantly
at lower elevations characteristic of maximum shower
development (5-10 km) and are still somewl,~t attenu-
ated . The ozone abundance [131 below 8 km a.s .l. is
0.004 cm atm km - ', while the absorption coefficient at
250 nm is 300 cm -1 atm-1 . The atmospheric attenua-
tion length due to ozone is just over 800 m and there-
fore UV light produced in the upper regions of the
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Fig . 2. Response curves and spectra. "Atm. Trans" dashed
and dotted lines are transmissions of atmospheric ozone from
2-5 km and 2-10 km elevations, respectively ; The dashed
line, "PMT", is the typical response of an EMI Corporation
D642, 20 cm diameter phototube; "NS" is the characteristic
night sky spectrum ; "Ceren" is the unnormalized A -

2 charac-
teristic Cherenkov spectrum ; The night sky and Cherenkov
spectra are representative of their general shapes and do not

indicate relative fluxes .

cascade will be greatly attenuated . The useful longer
wavelengths are limited by the background light from
the night sky which rises sharply above 600 nm. In
addition, the sensitivity of our bi-alkali P s becomes
vanishingly small above this wavelength.

Fig . 2 shows the spectra of Ch:renkov light, a
characteristic night sky [14], atmospheric transmit-
tance, and the response curve of our PMTs. The scale
for the Cherenkov curve relative to the night sky is
arbitrary ; the curves indicate that the Fiv`aá sensitivity
diminishes in the region where the night sky rapidly
increases, and that the low end of the Cherenkov
spectrum, where light production is greatest, is cut off
by atmospheric transmission .

The yield of Cherenkov photons produced in the
EAS reflects the energy of the incident nucleus. To
evaluate the signal from a single primary particle ob-
served with a ground based detector, we must account
for all Cherenkov photons emitted along the path of all
charged particles with energy E > Ec and at all depths
of the shower. We can express this signal as the num-
ber of photoelectrons in a detector of projected area
A(0, 0) in the direction 0. 0, with a wavelength (A)
dependent response function F(A),located a distance s
from the shower axis, at ar. observation height h®

x A(0, O)F(i1)T(A, sec 0, h -h®) ®1 dA dh d12 .
(4)



ere d P(Ep, h, s, 0, 40/dh is the differential num-
ber, per unit area, per steradian of charged particles in
a cascade initiated by a primary proton of energy EP;
h i,,, is the interaction height of the primary particle;
A .Yn and A.. define the useful spectral window deter-
mined by the transmission properties of the optics and
the atmosphere; ®1(h) is the characteristic path length
of a relativistic charged particle ; and T(A, sec 0, h -
ha) is the wavelength dependent atmospheric transmis-
sion between production height h and the observer
height, h® . e angles 0 and 0 define the direction of
the light emitting particle in a polar coordinate system
in which the upward z axis is negative . The solid angle
integration is over the telescope aperture.

e lateral spread of the Cherenkov light on thu
ground depends on several factors. The first contribu-
tion is due to the transverse momenta of secondary
neutral pions produced in the first few interactions .
Fluctuations in the interaction depth combined with
transverse momenta serve to broaden the lateral distri-
bution . Another factor that contributes to lateral sepa-
ration is multiple Coulomb scattering of the individual
electrons in the cascade. Finally, there is a separation
of oppositely charged particles in the geomagnetic field .
While all these factors combine to spread Cherenkov
photons over an extensive area (a scale diameter is on
the order of 2-3 km for several TeV primaries), most
of the light is concentrated in a region within a typical
distance of 300 m from the shower core .

2.2. Monte Carlo simulations

There is a long history of calculations of Cherenkov
photon production in air showers . These range from
analytical methods [151 to Monte Carlo techniques of
varying degrees of complexity [16-211. We have evalu-
ated the expected Cherenkov signal by means of a
sophisticated three-dimensional Monte Carlo [221 pro-
gram in which the factors in the integrand above are
modeled in detail . From these simulations we can
extract the lateral distribution of photons, the energy
resolution and sensitivity of the detector array, the
lowest energy thresholds commensurate with efficient
coincidence detection in MACRO and the photoelec-
tron temporal distribution . A knowledge of the arrival
time profile of the leading edge of the Cherenkov
wavefront is essential for an accurate measurement of
the direction of the shower core .

The Monte Carlo program makes use of the UNI-
CAS cascade program algorithm [231 which specifies
primary particle interaction and the production of sec-
ondaries. e routine commences with injection of the
primary nucleus into the atmosphere . The depth of
injection corresponds to a residual atmosphere of 7 g
cm -2 . The particle is follow-d until it interacts and
produces secondaries . Each secondary, whose energy
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Fig . 3 . Numbers of photoelectrons produced by various types
of charged particles in the EAS cascade initiated by a verti-

cally incident 10 Ted! proton .

exceeds the Cherenkov threshold, is tracked through
the atmosphere and Earth's magnetic field until it
either interacts, or decays . Charged particles are prop-
agated in straight line segments corresponding to 0.2
radiation lengths . The endpoint of each segment is
redirected to an extent dictated by multiple Coulomb
scattering and geomagnetic deflection . The Cherenkov
photons are then uniformly radiated between the be-
ginning and ends of these segments and propagated to
the observer elevation . The conversion to "detected
photons", hereafter referred to as photoelectrons, oc-
curs after the routine accounts for atmospheric attenu-
ation, angular acceptance of the telescope aperture
and the combined response of the PMT and optics .
Photoelectrons are recorded in the Monte Carlo out-
put with their- arrival time, direction and spatial loca-
tion . V4to have run Monte Carlo simulations for inci-
dent cosmic ray protons over an energy range of 5-100
TeV, and a zenith angle range from 0° to 33° .

In fig . 3 we show the contribution of different
particle types to the Cherenkov pulse for a vertically
incident, 10 TeV proton . Electrons and positrons dom-
inate the signal, but the muon component is important .
Muons can radiate Cherenkov light all the way down to
the observer and can create local fluctuations in inten-
sity . These fluctuations can be identified as clumpiness
in certain regions of fig . 4 where the photoelectron
distribution on the ground resulting from a single verti-
cally incident 5 TeV proton . Each point in the figure
corresponds to a photoelectron that would be seen by
one of our detectors located within a grid having a 6.2
m spacing.

The expected number of photoelectrons in a single
telescope as a function of radial distance from the
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Fig. 4. Light yield from a single 5 TeV proton at vertical

incidence.

shower cop, : (for vertically incident protons) is shown in
fig . 5 for proton energies of 5, 10, 20, 30, 50, 75 and
100 TeV (curves from bottom to top respectively). The
horizontal line represents a minimum bias trigger level
set al twice the expected night sky light fluctuation (see
section 2.3). Two important features are that the lat-
eral distribution tends to scale with energy and that
within 100 m from the core the number of photoelec-
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Fig. 5. Average photoelectron distributions for 5, 10, 20, 30,
50, 75 and 100 TeV vertically incident proton (from bottom to
top respectively). These curves represent the average number
of photoelectrons produced in ten Monte Carlo simulated

events at each energy .

trons produced by a 10 TeV proton exceeds 50.
signal should be easily detectable above the expected
1 ackground of about 7 photoelectrons for a m nless
night sky .

In order to estimate the energy of the primary from
pulse height measurements the position of the shower
core must be known. In practice, the core location may
be obtained from the arrival direction of muons ob-
served in MACRO. e 1 .0° random error (from scat-
tering in the overburden) in arrival direction [24] trans
lates into a

	

- 20 m error in core location at the
surface. Furthermore, the non-Gaussian distribution of
scattering angles can occasionally introduce a larger
uncertainty in core location. However, when multiple
telescopes observe the same event, we can check the
shower core location by requiring that the core direc-
tion (as determined by the array) and the observed
pulse heights are consistent with the core location
determined by MACRO.
We note also that the absolute energy measurement

is subject to systematic uncertainties to the onte
Carlo due to uncertainties in the hadronic interaction,
transverse momenta distribution of collision products
and deviations (from the assumed idealized model) of
the atmospheric profile. The atmospheric transmission
may exhibit large fluctuations, particularly in the blue
wavelengths. In practice we can measure, while we
acquire data, the apparent brightness of a reference
star in the same region of sky exposed to our detectors.

The relative energy resolution may be estimated
from fig . 6, which shows the lateral distribution from
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Fig. 6. Lateral distributions from W, 30 and 50 TeV vertically
incident protons with the expected event-by-event statistical

error.
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10, 30 and 50 TeV vertically incident protons with the
expected statistical error from a single shower . There
are three contributions to these statistical uncertain-
ties. In a single event the amount of light observed at a
fixed radius varies randomly around the shower core .
This fluctuation arises from structure in the core caused
by multiple neutral puns produced early in the cas--
cade . Each neutral pion can initiate a separate cas-
cade . Spatial fluctuations in a single event are also
caused by muons whose trajectory passes near a tele-
scope . This uncertainty is reduced as more detectors
participate in the measurement. A second source of
statistical uncertainty results from shower-to-shower
fluctuations, such as variations in the initial interaction
height . Such uncertainties are non-reducible . The least
significant uncertainty at these energies is due to pho-
toelectron statistics. For a factor of three increase in
primary energy, between 10 and 30 TeV, we estimate
the intrinsic resolution to be about three standard
deviations of photoelectron number for measurements
made at 100 in from the core . When pulse heights are
obtained much nearer to the core, the resolution is
reduced by the larger fluctuations that result from the
core structure. Conversely,, measurements much more
distant from the core suffer from photoelectron fluctu-
ations . Furthermore, the resolution may be degraded
by the systematic, time-dependent errors associated
with atmospheric transmission and climatic conditions .
When the array views showers arriving from nonzero

zenith angles, we expect some increase in attenuation
as well as broadening of the radial distribution due to
the sec 0 dependence on path . Two processes con-
tribute to these effects. The projectile particle tra-
verses more matter in the atmosphere and, on average,
interacts higher. This greater interaction height broad-
ens the lateral distribution of the electromagnetic cas-
cade . In addition, Cherenkov light at the observer's
elevation is attenuated by the longer path . We have
investigated the angular variation of the radial distribu-
tion for 5 and 20 TeV events for a range of zenith
angles, and in particular for 33', the angle of the center
of the prototype array will make with respect to
MACRO. The radial photoelectron distribution is eval-
uated about the shower core in the plane orthogonal to
the shower direction . This is necessary because the
projection of the light spot on flat terrain is a slightly
distorted ellipse, whose ratio of minor to major axis
lengths is approximately equal to the cosine of the
incident shower angle. The distortion is introduced by
geomagnetic effects. We also assume that the shower
direction is colinear with the optical axes . This assump-
tion introduces little error when the average wavefront
direction is off axis by less than 4' because the detec-
tor's aperture extends to this angle, as fig. 7 confirms .
Fig. 8 shows these radial distributions for 10 TeV
protons at 0, 15 and 33' . Whereas nonzero zenith

/ GRACE prototype
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Fig. 7. Geometrical telescope acceptance vs zenith angle for
bins ofcos 0=0.04.

angles have larger fluctuations, the number of photo-
electrons at a distance of 100 in from the shower core
changes very little . Other systematic errors result from
uncertainty in the hadronic interaction employed in the
Monte Carlo or from the detector's optical response
(the latter is estimated to be much smaller than the
statistical uncertainty) . These errors introduce an over-
all shift in absolute energy calibration, but should not
significantly alter the relative energy resolution. In fig.
9 we plot the robs of the average number of photo-
electrons produced in 50 and 20 Tell showers . This
curve is reasonably flat in the region greater than 50 m
from the shower core, and indicates that the the
Cherenkov light flux, when measured away from the
core, tends to scale with energy . Fig . 10 shows the
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Fig . 8 . Average radial photoelectron distribution for 10 TeV
protons for zenith angles of 0', 15', and 33' .
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distribution of photoelectrons at increasing distances
from the core . Although there is more light very close
to the center (a 25 m), the structure in the core
broadens the distribution and makes energy determina-
tion near the core difficult. Figs. 6 and 10 taken to-
gether indicate that optimal energy resolution is best at
about 100 m from the core .

2.2.1. Shower direction and angular distribution
Cherenkov light that is emitted in the cascade has a

characteristic opening angle that depends upon the
local index of refraction of air.

	

e net opening angle
`'

	

of the wavefont i

	

thitifllhrsesuperposon o a suc wave-
fronts in the shower. Coulomb scattering and geomag-
netic separation deflect the trajectories of !-he charged
particles resulting in a broadened angular distribution
as seen in fig . 11 . This graph shows the angular devia-
tion of "photoelectrons" relative to the telescope's
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Fig. 9. The ratio of the average number of photoelectrons
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Fig. 10 . The distribution of photoelectrons at increasing distances from the air shower core .
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core.

rival response, fig . 7, we see that a very small amount
of light would be rejected by the aperture .

In fig . 12, we show the time of arrival vs, distance
from the shower core of the Cherenkov light front for
15' and for 33' incidence . In order to measure shower
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direction, we require multiple precise timing along the
light front. The time of arrival also has a characteristic
fitter on the order of 5 ns at 100 rn from the shower
core . This spread is largely attributable to the presence
of Cherenkov light from nearby moons that precedes
the main light front (not resolvable in fig . 12). If we
consider that the leading edge of Cherenkov light
arrives from a maximum height of about 5 km relative
to the observer (for a - 50 TeV proton), we find that
the moon component arrives earlier than the the pho-
ton component by about 4 ns . This is consistent with
the Monte Carlo result . This time spread implies an
error of less than I' in determination of arrival direc-
tion from a single three telescope stereo measurement
with a 100 m baseline . Since our angular resolution is
better than 1', GRACE can perform a pointing calibra-
tion of the MACRO detector. Multiple measurements
can reduce the systematic error in MACRO tracking to
0.1' by this method.

2.3. Estimation of background from night sky light

The dominant source of background (on moonless
nights) to the Cherenkov signal will be photoelectron
fluctuations produced by the quasi-constant back-
ground of starlight . The principal limitation imposed
by the presence of this ambient light is on the permiss-
able gain at which the telescope PMTs may be oper-
ated.

The background noise may be estimated by consid-
ering the typical flux of photons integrated over the
sensitive range of the PMT from about 300-600 nm.
This flux [25], '0 B I is about 6 X 1011 photons M-2 sr- 1
s-1 for a dark night sky. The background noise is
assumed to be the statistical fluctuation of the photo-
cathode occupancy, i.e .,the average number of photo-
electrons ejected from the photocathode over the re-
solving time, T, of the PMT. The background noise is
calculated from

8%e - nAn"Er
where A X0 is the acceptance and E is the spectrum
averaged photocathode quantum efficiency. For our
telescopes, the typical fluctuation is expected to be
approximately 7 photoelectrons . Ambient light prom
nearby towns, scattered by dust in the atmosphere
above the array, may also contribute to this back-
ground .

3 . The prototype array

3.d . Instrument design

The mechanical and optical design of the Cherenkov
detector is optimized for maximum light collection



efficiency within the spectral range 300-500 nm, mini-
mum background from starlight, atmospheric scintilla-
tion, static discharges, mechanical rigidity, repro-
ducible pointing ability and overall robustness for de-
ployment in a somewhat hostile climate and uneven
terrain . Special features include heating elements to
dissipate condensation on optical surfaces and a provi-
sion for closing the aperture during daylight. When the
sun crosses the field of view, the focused sunlight on
the phototube can vaporize the photocathode and melt
the glass envelope .

The principal detector elements are a 36 in. focal
length, 32 in . diameter parabolic mirror (manufactured
at Purdue University) of the type incorporated in the
Haleakala Gamma Ray Observatory [26] and an 8 in
EMI 15642 hemispherical phototube supported at the
mirror's focal plane. The photocathode quantum effi-
ciency is highest between 350-400 nm (peaking near
400 nm at - 25%). The opening angle will be large
enough to subtend the entire MACRO detector in the
backward field of view. The aperture function, ex-
pressed as the acceptance for constant intervals of
cos 0, is shown in fig. 7. The geometrical acceptance is
approximately constant to 4' before failing off. This
geometrical response is such that the entire photocath-
ode is illuminated by a Cherenkov wavefront from an
EAS whose core points to MACRO but is located over
80 m away from from the telescope.

3.1 .1 . PMT characteristics
We have studied the PMT response in a combined

pulsed and continuous background mode, i .e ., under
light conditions roughly simulating Cherenkov detec-
tion with a very luminous night sky . Our primary con-
cerns are to maintain PMT currents at non-destructive
levels (no more than a tens of RA), and to reduce
distortion of the puke height measurement due to the
presence of a background induced current. The result
of an initial test indicates that loss of gain is likely
when the PMT is continuously subjected to a high dc
background light level. We found that our PMTS can
operate with a constant dc current of 80 WA for at left
240 h without measurable loss of gain . After nearly 600
h of exposure, the gain dropped by almost 50% . When
the background was turned off, there is a partial recov-
ery of gain . This gain history is shown in fig . 13 . We
regard this test as conservative and thus are not wor-
ried by the drop in gain by the 24th day. The 80 WA
background that we used in the laboratory is twice the
background current induced by the local night sky . In
practice PMTs are not continuously exposed for more
than 8 h . Lastly, we note that a change in gain is easily
measurable in our apparatus with light emitting diodes
(LEDs) placed in each telescope . We do not expect
long term degradation of pulse height resolution .
We have monitored the signal distortion for fast (10
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Fig. 13 . PMT gain degradation over time when exposed to
constant background source. The photocurrent is about
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ns FWHM) LED induced signals with a dc LED back-
ground. This distortion is often seen as an increase of
pulse height with respect to the pulsed source operat-
ing without the background LED. It results from and
redistribution of voltages on the PMT divider chain
whose effect is to increase the first dynode stage volt-
age while decreasing the voltage drop at the final
stages . We can reduce this distortion by maintaining a
base current at least 10 times higher than background
induced anode currents and through voltage regulation
of the last dynode stages . Also, the PMT operating
voltage is selected well below the point where severe
distortion occurs . A typical operating voltage for our
tubes will be between 1000 and 1200 V. In fig. 14 we
show the PMT gain curves obtained from a fast (15 ns
FWHM) pulsed LED with and without a continuous
background . We find that up to nearly 1300 V, little
distortion is introduced to the pulse height . A typical
gain at this voltage is about 0.25 mV/photoelectron . A
5 TeV proton induced shower, which yields - 20 pho-
toelectrons at 80 rr. from the core, is expected to
produce about a 5 rr,V pulse .
We have also investigated spatial nonuniformity in

the photocathode . In our application, light rays re-
flected from the parabolic mirror converge across the
entire face of the PMT from angles ranging from 0' to
about 24' with respect to the optical axis . For a fixed
incident (pulsed) light flux uniformly illuminating the
photocathode, we find the angular dependence of the
pulse height to nary by less than 5% from 0' to 30'.
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Fig. 14. EMI i'hototube pulse height versus voltage for a fast
pulsed LED yielding about 80 photoelectrons in the PMT.

e data points are taken with one pulsed LED and one
constant background LED. The do anode current induced by

the background is 80 ILA.

..1.2. Telescope enclosure and mount
e detector enclosure, fig . 15, is a double-walled

cylinder manufactured from sheet aluminum, framed
by cast aluminum rings at each end which are sepa
rated by wood spacers. Polyurethane foam insulation
fills the gap formed by the two wails and gives the
structure additional mechanical rigidity. The mirror
resides at one end of the cylinder and is oriented along
the axis, pointing towards the opening . The opposite
end is enclosed by a UV transparent plexiglass bubble
cover (not shown) mounted over a quick release O-ring
seal . e phototube and base electronics are housed in
a PVC cannister supported by three lateral aluminum
struts secured to the main cylinder.

UVT Cover

Double Walled Cylinder

EMI D942 9° PMT

32" Parabolic Mirror

Fig. 15 . Diagram of main features of the Cherenkov light
collectors.

The mounting for the Cherenkov light buckets con-
sists of 2 in . by 3 in . rectangular cross section steel
welded into a "tuning fork" shaped frame. The cylin-
drical body is designed to pivot about an axis perpen-
dicular to the optical axis and is mounted at the ends
of the fork, allowing for polar angle motion. The base
of the fork rotates on a vertical axle which joins the
fork with the base mounting hardware . This consists of
a circular cross section vertical extension of steel termi-
nated in a 1/2 in . thick baseplate . The baseplate can
be bolted directly onto a level concrete pad .
A machine engraved dial allows the azimuth to be

determined to ±0.25°, and a digital inclinometer pro-
vides a 0.1° precision zenith angle orientation . A side
mounted rifle scope is used to reference orientation to
known stellar coordinates . The rifle scope is aligned to
within 0.2° of the optical axis.

The opening angle of the aperture is 4°, somewhat
larger than the maximum angle subtended by the pro-
jection of the MACRO detector at a typical elevation
on the Gran Sasso plateau above the laboratory. Due
to the elongated shape of MACRO (72 x 12 m), the
addition of an aperture mask can reduce background
events in which the Cherenkov wavefront would gener-
ate a trigger but the accompanying muon(s) misses the
underground detector .

3.2. Electronics. front end, triggering and data acquisi-
tion

The data required from each element in the array
are a time of arrival and a from the PMT. A time-to-
digital conversion (TDC) !east count of 1 ns is suffi-
cient to measure arrival time such that the resolution
of the electronics does not contribute significantly to
the error . As mentioned above, the ambient night sky
light mandates low gain PMT operation ( _ 105 ), and
thus front end amplification is required to produce
signal amplitudes required for trigger formation . In
order to measure a large dynamic range of pulse
heights, we use two sets of ADCs, one with a 20 dB
voltage amplification .

The triggering modes depend somewhat on the ex-
act array configuration and will be determined by field
tests. In our basic configuration the five telescopes are
arranged in a cross of about 80 m along the sides . This
will permit extensive overlap of the telescopes' regions
of sensitivity. In this manner, events whose shower
cores fall within an area bounded by a perimeter line
connecting the four corners of the cross (internal
events) should generally yield multiple (3-5) hits .
Events with cores outside the perimeter (external
events) should generate 1-3 fold hits . Trigger criteria
may be simply defined by a majority of 1 to 5 tele-
scopes over threshold within a 100 ns time window .



Data acquisition is performed by a personal com-
puter (PC) linked with a CA AC data acquisition
system . With a maximum expected trigger rate of a few
Hz, and about 25 bytes of data per event,the acquisi-
tion computer must acquire a few Mbytes per day. The
PC will also perform various housekeeping tasks such
as temperature monitoring and control, event rate
monitoring and operation of an automated telescope
instrumented with a CCD camera to measure the abso-
lute atmospheric transmission . Presently there is no
direct data link between the surface array and the
underground laboratory. Data from the independent
experiments must be merged in the offline analysis
stream, and correlated by means of accurate event
timing. An absolute time for all telescope triggers is
recorded by a latchable quartz clock with a 32 Ws least
count . It will be synchronized with the Universal Time
clock in the MACRO data acquisition system . The
precision and stability are such that unambiguous event
identification is possible with the MACRO data . The
technique for accomplishing this has been previously
demonstrated [3].
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In addition to recording times and amplitude with
TDCs and ADCs, we must monitor sky conditions .
Fluctuations in the atmospheric profile (water vapor,
dust and pollutants, aerosols and ozone) affect trans-
mission of Cherenkov light . We will monitor night s
transmission with a dedicated PMT instrumented tele-
scope oriented towards a reference star of known
brightness. The PMT output will be incorporated into
the data stream to provide continuous information on
the sky transmission . In addition, a signal rate monitor
of the total trigger rate can provide independent feed-
back on the combined long term (h-d) variability of
atmospheric conditions and the electronics gain.

3.3. Results offw1d tests at Peach Mountain

The five prototype Cherenkov telescopes were de-
ployed fer a field test in April, 1991 at the Peach
Mountain site of the University of Michigan Radio
Observatory . This site, 15 miles from the Ann Ar
campus, afforded night skies relatively free of u
light pollution . Unfortunately, springtime climatic con-
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Mg . 11 The pulse height spectra obtained from the four telescopes. We have fitted the pulse height spectra in these plots with a
power law having an index given by parameter P2. The fits have been applied only to data in the the final ADC decade in order to

avoid any influence from efficiency effects, which are difficult to evaluate .



ditions were such that cloudy skies persisted through-
out more than 95% of the available night hours. As a
consequence, only a fraction of the data were taken
than might otherwise have been the case .

The configuration of the five stations was roughly in
the shape of a cross, with typical dimension of 30 in

along one side . A survey of the positions was per-
formed in order to allow measurement of arrival direc-
tion from timing information and a knowledge of the
baselines. The pointing ability of the telescopes at the
time of the test was crude W-21 compared to the
current, upgraded design . Two orientations of the units
were tried: toward the zenith, and toward the star
Polaris .

The first observation of Cherenkov signals was made
simply by monitoring the PMT outputs, with and with-
out amplification, on a digitizing oscilloscope. Pulses
exhibiting a characteristic shape, having a fast rise time
and long tail, were seen. Superposition of the signals
from 4 telescopes was performed with delay lines and
it was possible to observe two, three and four fold
coincidences directly on the oscilloscope
We can estimate the night sky light background in

this field test from the dc "baseline" photocurrent . A
typical current induced by backwound light was about
pA. For our nominal PMT lain of about 2 X 104,

the average occupancy in the roL-,,Yhly 20 ns resolving
time was 250 photoelectrons. The level of the back-
ground fluctuations was - 16 photoelectrons .

Event rates were monitored under conditions vary-
ing from clear and moonless to partial moon and to
completely overcast skies. Clear, dark nights yielded a
single telescope event rate of 0.05 Hz. With heavy
cloud cover, the rate dropped by over an order of
magnitude . The source of light under overcast condi-
tions, in which the cloud cover is - I km, is presum-
ably due to moons. Cherenkov light from the more
copious electrons and positrons is produced above the
clouds. Contrary to our expectations, operation of the
telescopes during periods of partial moon light was
possible, provided that no rays directly entered the
aperture . We intend to assess further and quantize
telescope performance with partial moonlight during
the Gran Sasso deployment .

Over several hours on consecutive nights ., data were
acquired on a LeCroy 2249 12 bit ADC, and LeCroy
2228 TDC (0.25 ns least count). In fig . 16 we have
plotted the pulse height spectra obtained from the four
telescopes. We have obtained a power law fit to the
pulse height spectra in these plots. The fits have been
applied only to data in the final ADC decade in order
to avoid any influence from efficiency effects, which
are difficult to evaluate . We emphasize that these are
rough fits, with low statistics, in which no cormcfions
for shower core distance or variations in atmospheric
transparency have been applied . Nonetheless, if we
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take the variation of the slope parameter as an indica-
tion of the error, these spectra are consistent with the
power law index y = - 2.7 of the all-particle spectrum.
In fig . 17 we show a plot of the ADCs from two
telescopes separated by 30 in that triggered on the
same event . The correlation in pulse heights is evident.

To measure arrival direction, it is first necessary to
obtain the TDC offsets. This is accomplished by point-
ing the telescopes at the zenith . In this orientation, the
average time of arrival difference is zero, and the TDC
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Fig . 18 . The zenith angle projection determined from the
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The five station prototype array will be located
Fig . 19 . The reconstructed azimuthal arrival directions . Tale-

	

roughly550 rn south and 350 in west from the center of
scopes are oriented toward the North Star at 42" zenith angle.

	

the MACRO detector at an elevation of 2000
in a.s.l.

Fig. 20 . (a) Profile of proposed telescope array configuration on the mountain above the MCRO detector . (b) Top view of the

array . Circles represent the approximate shower core distance range required for the telescopes to trigger on 10 TeV pulses with

greater than 90% efficiency.
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In fig. 20 we show a profile and top view of the
arrangement . In the profile view a line from the array
center towards MACRO forms a 33' zenith angle . The
top view indicates ranges of sensitivity of the telescopes
to trigger on 10 TeV showers. Cores that pass within a
given circle are expected to generate a trigger with
greater than 90% efficiency. About 90% of all primary
protons producing niuons at the MACRO detector
depth have an energy in excess of 10 TeV.

e rate of coincidence events with MACRO can
be estimated from the approximate solid angle sub-
tended by the Cherenkov array . We restrict the fiducial
region to one in which the full telescope aperture is
active . The aperture response function (fig . 7) limits us
to arrival directions less than 4' off the optical axis . For
an 80 m separation between stations, and a 100%
trigger efficiency with respect to MACRO, the fidLcial
array area will subtend a solid angle through which
roughly 0.5%-1% of all muons, observed in MACRO.

The fraction of MACRO muon events expected !o
be intercepted by GRACE is estimated from the az-
imuthal and zenith angle distributions [27] . With a
projected muon detection rate for the complete

detector of approximately 800/hr [27], we
expect to detect several events in coincidence per live
hour.

& Sum a

We have undertaken experiments to establish the
experimental feasibility of operating an air Cherenkov
array in temporal coincidence with the MACRO deep
underground muon detector . We have designed, con-
structed and field-tested five prototype light collectors
and have conducted a detailed Monce Carlo simulation
of Cherenkov photon production in EAS, inclueing a
realistic model of our apparatus . The results of the
simulations indicate that for most primary nuclei with
sufficient energy to produce energetic muons that pen-

to MACRO, our telescopes collect sufficient
light to efficiently trigger above a minimum threshold
invoked by the ambient night sky light . This threshold,
which is twice the expected night sky induced noise of
under 10 photoelectrons, is below the signal expected
from a 10 TeV proton primary at 100 m from the
shower core .

The calculated rate of coincidence events for our
array is on the order of a few per live hour. This will
allow us to collect information to assess acurately the
performance of the joint system and consider realistic
options for an expansion to an extended array covering
a significant solid angle with respect to the under-
ground detectors . Our practical, short term goals in-
volve using the Cherenkov array's angular resolution
and absolute orientation to conduct a pointing calibra-

/ GRACE prototype

tion of MACRO. In addition we expect to use initial
energy measurements in coincidence events to study
deep underground muon multiplicity and lateral distri-
butions in an energy regime for which the primary
cosmic ray interaction is reasonably well known to be
be a proton on an air target .
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